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Why Digital and
Media Literacy
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What You’ll Find in This Chapter:
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• Students’ at-home media use habits are generally unknown to their
teachers.
• Young people need opportunities to engage with adults in making
sense of the wide variety of experiences they have with mass media,
popular culture and digital technologies.
• Teachers’ own love–hate attitudes about print, visual, sound and digital
media shape their uses of media and technology in the classroom.
• A process model for digital and media literacy includes these components: access, analyse, compose, reflect and take action.
• Learners thrive when teachers move beyond the textbook to include
real-world texts in a wide variety of forms.
Lesson Plan:
Four Corners on the Media: Reflecting on Our Love–Hate Relationship
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Discussion Board for ABC Family’s Greek
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hen Tony’s not in school, he’s on the computer. And when he’s
not playing video games or doing his homework, he’s watching Hulu. “It’s great to be able to watch your favourite shows whenever you want,” he explained. These days, he’s been watching the
first two seasons of Greek, an ABC comedy about a girl who navigates
her way through an exculsive club at a university. Her party life is
turned upside down when her younger brother arrives on campus
and insists on joining the rival club.
But Tony doesn’t just watch TV shows online; he “reads the
boards”. All the shows on Hulu have a discussion board, where
people make comments and participate in discussion about issues
related to each show. He’s posted his two cents on the longstanding debate about the sex jokes on Family Guy. He’s clarified a plot
point or two on the Bones discussion board, answering people’s
questions about why a character acted a certain way. Now he’s got
something to add to the board about why Greek doesn’t seem like
it’s set in Ohio:

One thing is clear: Tony is no couch potato. He has analysed some
elements that make the show unrealistic, as shown in Figure 1.1,
and he’s active in an online conversation with others who have
strong opinions about the show. By reading reactions to his post,
Tony can learn from other users about concepts like the fourth wall,

© 2012 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781743301098 • CO1098
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which refers to the boundary between any fictional setting and its
audience. When actors speak to the audience directly through the
camera in a television program or film, it is called “breaking the
fourth wall”.
Tony’s secondary school English teacher would be pleased to see
Tony engaged in this kind of literacy practice. She works hard to get
her students to appreciate literary concepts in epic poetry and
mythology. But she doesn’t generally spend time talking with students about their favourite movies or TV programs. She is too busy
covering all the classic works of literature that students read in university classes.
As it turns out, many teachers are unfamiliar with how students
actually watch movies and television today. Kids are using video
streaming websites like Netflix (www.netflix.com). Netflix offers
video streaming direct to your computer or to your TV through an
Xbox or Wii video game system. Many students also use YouTube
(www.youtube.com) to view episodes of television shows, or scenes
from their favourite movie.
What’s to love about ABC’s Greek? Tony explains it this way: “The
characters are likeable and complicated – at least the male characters.
And some of these stories show you what university life is like, even
if the comedy elements add a lot that’s unrealistic. The clothes and
appearance of the characters are definitely not realistic.”
What’s to hate about watching this show? Tony admits, “I like
watching them in a marathon session. Sometimes, it’s really not a
great use of my time.” Like many people, Tony plays video games
and watches TV instead of doing the things he should be doing, like
homework and chores. “I waste a lot of time this way,” he smiles
sheepishly. When Tony’s done watching episodes of Greek, a computer algorithm on Tony's streaming website suggests other shows
he might also enjoy watching, including Ten Things I Hate About You
and Ugly Betty. Of course, Tony and his friends are also listening to
music, playing video games, watching YouTube videos, updating
their social networks and using mobile phones. But for about four
hours and twenty minutes per day, it’s TV viewing on a traditional
set, usually in the bedroom.
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The Uses of Media and
Technology in Years 7–12
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Many teachers already use movies, videos, mass media and popular
culture in the classroom. In a middle years health class, a Discovery
Channel video on nutrition helps kids understand how food choices
affect health. In world history classes, a teacher may show clips from
The Gladiator or 300 to discuss Greek and Roman warrior culture or
examine how the film’s visual depictions of the ancient world compare with what is known from written historical accounts. In English,
a teacher may use lyrics from a pop song to help students understand
meter in poetry or a clip from The Simpsons to explore the concept of
intertextuality. In biology, an ABC documentary on the Amazon basin
may help spark interest in the genetic diversity of species. In legal
class, teachers may use an episode of Law and Order to discuss the
dangers of pretrial publicity.
Computers are used in widely different ways in schools. Students
may go to the computer lab when writing their research assignments.
They may use drill-and-practice software to learn maths or play educational simulation games to explore global conflicts in Latin America
or the Middle East. In some schools, students are using computers as
an ordinary part of classroom learning. But while plenty of teachers
use digital media, mass media and popular culture in the classroom,
the instructional strategies they use may (or may not) support the
development of students’ knowledge, critical thinking and communication skills.
Sometimes digital technology is used as a babysitter. There’s the
teacher who lets kids bring in DVDs from home to watch on the
Friday before the holidays. There’s the one who takes her kids to
the computer lab for a project but doesn’t notice when they’re distracted and off task. Then there’s the one whose classroom is always
darkened, with a movie screening and kids’ heads on desks.
Now there’s a topic teachers don’t like to talk about. In some
schools, for over two generations, watching movies has long been
used as a break or a reward. These practices are so typical and so
ordinary that we take them for granted. But in some schools,
watching videos can become a crutch: it can be used as a way to
fill time and keep students in their seats. In my work with teachers, I’ve found that these habits may interfere with developing
more imaginative and innovative uses of media and technology
for learning.2
© 2012 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781743301098 • CO1098
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Other educators use popular culture as a motivational bait and
switch, a way to get bored and disengaged youth to gear up for digging into King Lear. For example, a business teacher might use clips
from the film Wall Street to introduce ideas about risk and return in
finance. A maths or science teacher may use a clip from the show
NUMB3RS to help students see the wide-ranging impact that maths
can have on their daily lives. A physical education teacher might
“warm up” a class by playing some pop music to get kids moving. In
nearly any subject, a clip from a YouTube video or talking about
Oprah, local sports or World of Warcraft can get kids to pay attention
at the beginning of class. And who doesn’t sometimes leave the substitute teacher a movie to play in class?
Make no mistake about it: using popular culture, mass media and
digital media motivates and engages students. And students need to
be motivated and engaged – genuine learning simply doesn’t happen
without it. But this book isn’t about simply using superficial strategies for getting kids to pay attention. Instead, this book explores the
truly transformative power of digital and media literacy education in
Years 7–12 to connect the humanities, natural sciences and social sciences to mass media, digital media and contemporary culture.
The position paper on digital and media literacy developed by the
National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) explains that changes
in society challenge teachers to change both how and what we teach:
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Whether we like it or not, this media culture is our students’
culture. Our job is to prepare them to be able to critically participate as active citizens with the abilities to intelligently and
compassionately shape democracy in this new millennium.
Media literacy offers us the framework to build upon their
entertainment and social experiences with media so as to provide our students with meaningful academic, civic, and public
experiences that are critical and empowering.3
Educators can’t afford to ignore or trivialise the complex social,
intellectual and emotional functions of media and popular culture
in the lives of young people. In order to reach today’s learners,
educators need to be responsive to students’ experience with their
culture – which is what they experience through television, movies,
YouTube, the Internet, Facebook, music and gaming.
When you learn more about students’ choices, the first thing
you’ll notice is how different your students are from you. When it
comes to media and technology, every two years brings a new set of
CO1098 • 9781743301098 • © 2012 Hawker Brownlow Ecucation
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young people to be obsessively concerned about brand names and
other status symbols. But in other communities, a focus on the negative consequences of materialism might be seen as un-Australian or
even elitist and snobby.
There’s no doubt about it: A focus on analysis and evaluation is
an essential part of the reading process, because as Robert Scholes
explains, it enables students “to situate a text, to understand it from
the inside sympathetically, and to step away from it and see it from
the outside, critically.”12

Communicate: The Expressive Dimension
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Today, the shape of writing has changed, as students compose for meaningful purposes and real
audiences, not just to complete a homework assignment, explains Troy Hicks, author of The Digital
Writing Workshop.13 Young people are composing on
computers, and they are using video, sound and
interactivity. English teachers must help students pay attention to the
discourse norms that exist in different contexts and communities. For
example, students can learn that it’s OK to use smiley emoticons
when sending an email thank you note to Aunt Laura but not OK to
use them when writing an email to the school principal.
Digital composition is also increasingly collaborative, as teams
work together to conceptualise, rehearse, perform and edit elaborate
video productions that require people with a range of different talents
and abilities.
Rhetoric is the term generally used to describe the process of helping students to speak and write effectively. Today, we can see how the
principles of rhetoric are at work in helping students to acquire textual power, a term used by Scholes to describe the interconnection
between analysis, evaluation and composition.
Every teacher must consider how communication and composition are part of their teaching goals:
• Expression in multiple modes. Do students get to use different
genres, including narrative, persuasive and expository forms?
Do they get to use image, language, sound, graphic design,
performance and interactivity to get their message across?
• Authentic audiences. Do students get to use literacy practices in
ways that are meaningful forms of communication? Do they
CO1098 • 9781743301098 • © 2012 Hawker Brownlow Ecucation
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“talk back” to texts? Or do they primarily summarise and
reproduce the ideas they encounter? Does their work reach real
audiences, or is it created as an exercise for the teacher to mark
and return?
• Content and form in relation to purpose and audience. Do students
get to shape a message’s content based on their purpose and
intended target audience? Or do students learn only standard
forms, like the lab report, the research paper, the worksheet or
the five-paragraph essay?

Reflect: The Social Responsibility Dimension
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All communication involves ethical and social
values. We are constantly making choices about how to
treat people whenever we interact socially. We are
aware of how other’s expectations for us may shape our
own behaviour. Nearly every secondary educator has
heard stories about or personally experienced adolescents who may have made some poor choices when it
comes to texting and social media. And even with
school filters, some students manage to find ways to play online
games in the computer lab on the sly, when the teacher’s not looking. Throughout life, we all make choices whether or not to apply
social responsibility and ethical principles to our own identity, our
communication behaviour and our conduct.
Today, the Internet creates complex new ways for people to interact socially. Some characteristics of digital media – the instantaneousness, for example – may encourage impulsive behaviour. A student
may take a picture of a friend, and when he sees that the picture looks
stupid (perhaps the kid has one eye closed and one eye open), impulsive action may lead to the photo being shared on Facebook. And
because it’s sometimes difficult to predict the consequences of an
action, the student may find that the photo has been interpreted in
many different ways. The friend may be annoyed, angry or delighted.
Others who see it will make their own judgments, too.
Privacy, copyright, fair use, attribution and new forms of sharing
offer other opportunities for rich conversations about ethical issues.
Issues of representation come into play when people use digital
images of themselves and their peers to represent their personal and
social experiences. There’s no doubt about it: What we do online
affects our identity, our self-esteem, our relationships and our future.
© 2012 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781743301098 • CO1098

